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16th July 2020 

Dear friends, 

As ever, Christian greetings.  A number of people have asked me whether I 

think that the experiences of the past few months have encouraged more 

people to think seriously about faith. That is a very difficult question to answer, 

but a recent poll in The Guardian showed that one in four British adults had 

tuned in to at least one online religious service during lockdown. An equally 

important question is whether there are lasting lessons which the churches 

need to learn. Hannah Stevens, in her editorial in the summer issue of, ‘The 

Bible in Transmission’, is clear that there are; she writes, ‘It is up to the Church 

to foster the sense of togetherness and care for one another which has been so 

powerful throughout lockdown, and in so doing point towards God’.  I agree 

with her. 

Clearly, we need to ponder how this relates to Christ Well. As a result of a 

recent discussion among the elders, I share the following with you: ‘It is hoped 

to hold a regular Zoom prayer/fellowship meeting (no more than an hour). The 

idea is that everyone brings something to the meeting - it might be a prayer, or 

a Bible reading, or the verse of a hymn, or a story etc., which could lead to 

prayer and discussion. This is intended to foster fellowship and encourage 

sharing – and it might be worth emphasising that you do not have to have a 

computer or be online to be a part of this.  We are also looking at similar ways 

in which people will be able to share in our ‘live’ Sunday morning worship. 

I have received a number of church magazines during lockdown…and all have 

been bumper issues!  Why? People have been encouraged to write about their 

experiences, to make sense of what has and is happening, to keep other 

people in the picture; if you want to pass any such stories or observations to 

me, I will make sure that there is some kind of church magazine to supplement 

the weekly letter… but I won’t be writing anything in it, since you hear enough 

from me on a weekly basis! 

This coming Sunday, the key reading is Matthew 13.24 – 30, 36 – 43 and we 

will sing, ‘Praise and thanksgiving, Father, we offer’ and, ‘Come on and 

celebrate’. There are strong parallels with last Sunday’s parable and 

explanation (The Sower).  This week, we ponder the parable of the weeds and 

the explanation which is given by Jesus.  Everything about the parable tells us 



that it is from Matthew’s Gospel – it is Matthew who talks about judgement in 

the most vivid terms.  Don’t be alarmed by the severity of the language or the 

word pictures which he creates; instead, acknowledge the fact that Matthew is 

well aware of the fact that there is far more than ‘good’ alone at work in the 

world.  Our life is a life lived in tension.  At the heart of the parable lie the 

words, ‘Let both grow together’.  In the story, told to the crowds, the sown 

seeds are of two sorts: the food crop wheat and non-food weeds.  The weed is 

probably darnel, common in wheat fields, which looks similar to wheat until 

the seed heads form.  However, it has deeper roots than wheat; consequently, 

pulling it up at an early stage risked pulling up the wheat with it.  Later, when 

the separation is easier, the weeds would normally have been gathered and 

used as fuel, as the story indicates.  Things can’t always be tidy or 

straightforward in this life; sometimes, we have to be patient and live with 

frustrations; there is no substitute for knowledge and God-given discernment. 

With love in Christ, 

Your friend and pastor, 

Neil 


